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For many different reasons there are a variety organizations finding themselves in trouble with the
many legal agencies for some reason or another.  Anthem Steel and General Steel is just a couple
of companies that have been under scrutiny recently.

Some circumstances that are based on the General steel building that are offered; the company and
its president are also being looked at for illegal business practices plus deadlines being missed and
gouging prices on invoices.  Anthem Steel also has a set of its own legal issues that could result in
both businesses being closed due to the high financial strain being put on them.

Many customers have ordered prefabricated buildings from General steel that have been delivered
and installed at the site of delivery. They find that there are additional costs being added to their
invoices like engineering and are learning that General steel is behind in their installation schedule.
This kind of practice will make customers go elsewhere.

Anthem Steel has also had a variety of customers who have been very unhappy with the work that
has been performed.  Anthem Steel provides a variety of services that are like the ones that General
steel building offer.  Anthem Steel not only has complaints from its customers it also has many
complaints from its own employees.  Anthem Steel is a division of General Steel, however not many
know this information

Because there are so many more people speaking out with issues against General steel building
and Anthem Steel, more and more people have knowledge of their practices.  These issues do not
just lie with  the General steel building, but the whole organization has been linked to a variety of
issues over many years, some as long as five years ago.  Many religious organizations have
already worked out a deal through arbitration.

People ordering one of the prefabricated buildings from General steel buildings, they want exactly
what they ordered.  Most of the time it is found that the customers contact the company and are
made to send in a deposit with a signed contract, and told they will receive a special discount.   But,
when in fact, in the end, the customers may actually get a discounted price, but at the cost of not
getting what they were initially promised. These companies are under investigation from the many
frauds that both businesses are practicing.
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About Us:  a General Steel Scam is working to help the general public understand the things that
are being done by this large corporation today.  In addition to a variety of illegal acts that have been
committed, people are finding that the products are not the high quality that they are seeking.  For
this reason, the website of a www.generalsteelscam.com/ has been created to allow people to
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speak out as well as get more information on things that are happening today.
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